EcoHouse Application Rubric

Name:
Applicant Name:

Fill a rubric for each applicant independently from the other EcoHouse members. Once all rubrics have been completed, results will be tallied, and a group discussion will take place to address individual comments or concerns.

Motivation for Applying and Understanding of EcoHouse Requirements:
5 - Excellent  Wants to foster community-based on responsibility and sustainability
4 - Good      Wants to make a difference and be eco friendly
3 - Average   Wants to help out and expresses interest
2 - Fair      Wants to live in the houses
1 - Poor      No idea

Teamwork and Collaboration:
5 - Excellent  Team player, leads or follow, learning from others
4 - Good       Understands balance of leader and follower, has a preference
3 - Average    Everyone has a defined role
2 - Fair       Takes control or does what people tell them to do
1 - Poor       Does not work well in a group

Time Management:
5 - Excellent  Prioritizes, plans ahead, and proactively schedules
4 - Good       Involved, finding a balance, very busy
3 - Average    Makes lists, completes what they need to do
2 - Fair       Procrastinator, works best under pressure
1 - Poor       No management skills, gets stuff done, unsure of how

Sustainable Living Practices:
5 - Excellent  Knowledgeable, proactive, and teachable
4 - Good       Practicing, well-informed
3 - Average    Interested, limited knowledge
2 - Fair       Tries, little knowledge
1 - Poor       No interest

Community Living and Engagement:
5 - Excellent  Role model behavior, understanding
4 - Good       Builds community, active engagement
3 - Average    Well rounded activities, tries to help out when they can
2 - Fair       Enjoys what they do, sticks to a few specific groups, will help is asked
1 - Poor       Little or no engagement, does not see the value of engagement

Applicant Score: ___ / 25

Additional Comments or Concerns:
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